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See the most popular, trusted service providers in San Diego for their buyer guides for important purchases. We did research to give you specific recommendations and important information about the services you and your home need. Many of the credit card offers displayed on the website are from credit card companies
ThePointsGuy.com receive compensation. This compensation may affect the appearance of products on this site, including, for example, the order in which they are displayed. This site does not include all credit card companies or all available credit card offers. For more information, see our Advertising Policy page. Editorial note: The
opinions expressed here are the author's only opinions, not the opinions of the bank, credit card issuer, airlines or hotel chain, and have not been reviewed, approved or otherwise approved by any of these entities. Bristol Boutique Hotel is about a block from Horton Plaza and three blocks from the Gaslambi Quarter. This house's great
Pop art collection, featuring original icons Andy Warhol and Peter Max, will be displayed through an art walk on the ground floor. Upstairs there is a ballroom with a retractable roof for special events. Bristol is certified by the California Green Lodging Program, which means that the hotel implements practices such as providing recycling
facilities and bulk-issued amenities in rooms to reduce waste. Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products and services; more information about our review process can be found here. We may receive a commission for purchases made from the links we select. Go San Diego makes claims that are enough
to make a person skeptical: Save up to 55 percent of the many attractions it advertises. It almost sounds too good to believe, so we set out to find out the truth about the smartphone discount pass. We poked, created, clicked and peeked in fine print. We even made a spreadsheet to calculate the savings, all that you don't have to. This will
help you figure out if this is a good idea for your vacation. If you have a tendency to lose things (or forgetting to take them on a trip), a passport may not be for you. Lost passes are not replaceable or refundable. Think of Go San Diego as a volume discounter. Providers pass negotiations with local tourist discounts and sell them in
passport-based packages. You can choose a different type of Go San Diego: the main version (the so-called all-inclusive includes all pass offered sights at a fixed price, which is valid for the maximum number of days that you choose. Buy more days and a passport will cost more. Build-your-own pass offers fewer attractions and is good
30 days after your first use, but you can only choose the attractions you want to visit. The more you choose, the bigger the discount. You can also select pre-built packages of the most popular attractions. California Explorer Pass, which gives you the option of 3, 4 or 5 attractions for one price. It's easy to use. Just take your printed or
mobile Go Pass to any attached San Diego attraction, present it in the ticket window, and you are. After it is used for the first time, the passport is a good number of days you chose, but these must be consecutive days. If you miss one because you're tired, you won't get a refund or extension. With the exception of a rare multi-day pass,
you can visit each attraction only once. A pass is likely to save money, but for most people it's not as much as the ads claim. The only way to know for sure is: Add it up. Only you know what attractions you want to visit and how much you are willing to rush them to pack all in a quick way to get all the prices you need is to use the go to
choose where they show running prices. Go to San Diego will save you money if you: Buy a three to five-day pass and visit all the big-ticket attractions (SeaWorld, Legoland, San Diego Zoo and Safari Park) or visit three or four smaller attractions a day. Get realistic about how much you can do. Big attractions take a day every day, and
some are far apart. Other attractions, which take less time, can have significant travel time to get from one to another. If you pack your schedule too tightly and get too pooped to finish them all, your savings will fall. Group your passport activities: You can use the rest of the trip to do other things. If you crammed all the activities that are the
top things to do in San Diego into three days, you could save almost 40 percent, but you'd be so rushed you wouldn't have much time to enjoy them. Extend it to a more reasonable five days and save about 20 percent. Take seven instead, do nothing else, and the savings will fall to just 5 percent. Of all Of California's top tourist
destinations, San Diego has the most attractions that require high entrance fees, with five top dozen attractions charging well more than $50 for an adult ticket, and three others requiring admission fees. These attractions are why most people visit the city, and if you're going to do them all, you can probably use your passport a lot.
However, not everyone wants to see the top sights, and these perceptions may help you make sense of it all. Some of the attractions offered may not interest you: for example, if you don't like to go to museums that take about 20 attractions off the list. If you don't like guided tours, that eliminates half a dozen more. If the list of things you
want to do becomes too small, your passport may not save money. However, some people say it introduced them to enjoy activities they may not have found And when you're even, you save every little thing you do after that. Only longer duration duration include SeaWorld (three days or more). Take a closer look at that long list: You can
see that some attractions aren't San Diego, but Anaheim, Orange County, or even Hollywood. You should go there to enjoy those that may or may not be part of your holiday plan. The museum's hateful, guided-tour-avoiding holidaymaker who is going to leave San Diego has left about two dozen attractions to choose from. Some
attractions require reservations: after you buy a passport, you'll need to make reservations on some excursions. Read all the details that you are not disappointed with. You can't buy Go San Diego pass attraction at the tills, so you have to plan in advance. But not too far. You can return unused passes for a full refund a year after
purchase, but why not just wait until you're sure of your travel dates? You can buy a passport online on the Go City website. Buy a digital passport and either print it at home or download it to your smartphone. Thank you for giving us a know! Tripsavvy uses cookies to provide you with a great experience. With Tripsavvy tabil, you agree to
our use of cookies. San Diego and San Francisco, two of California's most popular coastal cities, are about 500 miles (806 kilometers) apart. Journeys can be made by almost any common mode of transport, including a train, bus, car or plane. The fastest and usually cheapest way to get from San Diego to San Francisco is to fly. When
several people travel together, driving can cost less, but it's a long trip that takes a whole day. TripSavvy/Theresa Chiechi Time Cost Best For Train 14 Hours From $86 Relaxing Route Plane 1.5 Hours From $70 Arrive quickly On Bus 11-14 hours from $47 Budget trip to Car 8.5 hours 500 miles (805 kilometers) Exploring local areas
Usually the cheapest way to get between two cities is to book a bus online in advance. A greyhound leaves National Avenue near Commercial Street in San Diego and reaches Mission and Fremont streets in San Francisco. Expect many stops along the way and travel 11-14 hours. Prices start at $55. Flixbus buses pick up in many
places, including popular attractions such as La Jolla and Balboa Park, arriving in the South Of Market area or Stonestown in San Francisco. It costs $47 and more for a roughly 13-hour ride. The fastest way to San Diego is driven by San Francisco International Airport (SFO), which takes about 1.5 hours at a cost of $70 and up.
Southwest Airlines is a popular choice, without luggage or change fees. You will get the lowest rates if you reserve your website at least a few weeks ahead of time. Alaska, Delta, American, American and other airlines fly this route; compare airfare using Tripadvisor. Travelers can also fly near Oakland or San Jose, each with pros and
cons, including more expensive land transportation to San Francisco. The distance between San Diego and San Francisco is about 500 miles (805 kilometers) and the fastest route takes about 8.5 hours. Before you head out, check current traffic for your mobile phone or Los Angeles radio station KNX 1070 for updates. To make it a long
drive to San Diego in one day, get to LA as quickly as possible using Interstate Highway 15 north before returning to Interstate Highway 5 north. If you have time, it's fun to break a trip to more scenic parts of U.S. Highway 101 or along pacific coast Highway 1, CA Highway 1. When you get there, parking in San Francisco is tricky: Spots
are expensive and hard to find, and street meters are deadlines. Try paid neighborhood parking garages or use public transport from your property if possible. The Amtrak Pacific Surfliner goes from San Diego to Santa Fe Depot through Los Angeles and north for about a 16-hour scenic journey ranging from $88 to $132. But it's not going
all the way to San Francisco. Instead, trains will go to Oakland across the bay, so Amtrak will take you from Oakland to San Francisco by bus, or you can take BART on public transportation. A more convenient option may be getting off Amtrak's downtown San Jose station (from $86) after a 14-hour drive where you can catch a Caltrain
directly from San Francisco. Amtrak has two stations in San Diego: The Old Town and Santa Fe Depot (their website lists the latest as SAN, not to be confused with San Diego International Airport, which uses the same initials). The fall season from September to November is a nice time to visit San Francisco in milder weather and with
fewer crowds. Prices are usually lower in winter, but it's a cool time of year, like summer. If you'd like to attend some of the city's popular events, the biggest Chinese New Year celebration outside Asia will take place in February, the annual Northern California Cherry Blossom Festival will be held in April and the San Francisco Pride
Parade will fall in June. You can drive on the very scenic CA Highway 1 starting about 200 miles north of Los Angeles; the whole trip can take a full day with minimal stops. This memorable itinerary includes tons of cliff-side views, the famous Morro Rock by Morro Bay and the beautiful Big Sur. Another option is along U.S. Highway 101 in
San Diego, which can save you a few hours, but still usually takes an entire day in San Francisco, depending on traffic and the number of stops you make. You'll find plenty of ocean views, a chance to traverse santa barbara wine country, and charming cities exploring such as Solvang, Danish restaurants and wineries galore. San
Francisco city center has several options about 13 miles south of downtown San Francisco. Three or four BART trains ($8.50) an hour leave SFO Downtown San Francisco for 30 minutes. SamTrans ($2 and up) are frequent buses connecting SFO parts to San Francisco, plus there are taxis ($47 and up), rideshares (prices vary), shared-
ride vans ($17) and additional options, each usually taking 25 minutes or more. Prices vary so that it is best to check with an individual company before the trip. San Francisco is a lovely mountainous city with different neighborhoods full of personality. It is known for large international restaurants and shops, lovely beaches and parks, and
beyond. There are world famous attractions to explore such as the steep and winding Lombard Street, Golden Gate Park, haight-ashbury district and its bohemian shops, tourist fisherman's wharf, the gorgeous Golden Gate Bridge, and more. Thank you for giving us a know! Know!
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